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ABSTRACT 
We evaluated the differences in physiological changes produced by 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum between infantile and adult pigs. A fecal 
peritonitis model was also used to further investigate any additional 
effects with bacterial contamination during pneumoperitoneum. 
1» 
Twenty-eight domestic pigs (14 piglets weighting 6.5-8.2kg, 14 
adult pigs weighting 57-63kg) were randomly divided into 4 groups as 
fellows: adult control; adult peritonitis; infant control; infant peritonitis. 
The animals were anaesthetized, intubated, paralyzed, and ventilated 
with a Servo 900C ventilator at a tidal volume of lOml/kg. The 
respiratory rate was adjusted to achieve an initial PaCO2 of4.7-5.3 kPa. 
Hemodynamics measurements, blood gas as well as oxygenation 
analyses were obtained using Swan-Ganz and arterial catheters. 
Respiratory function parameters were recorded using the ventilator and 
the Datex anaesthesia gas monitor. A dose of 0.5 g/kg autologous feces 
(obtained through a temporal colotomy) was instilled into abdominal 
cavity of the animals assigned to the peritonitis group to induce septic 
peritonitis. Pneumoperitoneum was subsequently established in all 
animals by CO2 insufflation to an intraperitoneal pressure of 15mm Hg 
with medical grade CO2 for one hour. 
i 
After CO2 insufflation, PaCO2 significantly increased in all four 
groups. Infantile animals showed significantly more pronounced 
physiological responses to CO2 pneumoperitoneum, with more marked 
increase in PetCO2 and PaCO2, and greater decrease in arterial pH. There 
were no significant differences in these physiological changes between 
control and peritonitis groups both in infantile and adult animals. 
Animals with peritonitis demonstrated a typical septic response after 
I* 
fecal peritonitis intervention, with significant increase in heart rate, 
decreased mean arterial pressure, and decreased pH. Hemodynamic 
changes were similar during pneumoperitoneum in all four groups. After 
CO2 desufflation, there were significantly decrease in MAP in all groups, 
but the decrease in adult control groups was significantly less than the 
other three groups (P<0.01). 
In conclusion, there were significantly more pronounced 
physiological responses to CO2 pneumoperitoneum in infantile compared 
with adult pigs. The additional element of fecal peritonitis did not appear 
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1.1 General Introduction 
With the advent of minimally invasive surgical techniques, 
laparoscopic surgery has been increasingly used in infants and small 
children. Its application is now not only limited to clean elective 
II 
procedures, but also to some contaminated operations such as 
appendectomy, bowel resection and repair for perforated peptic ulcer. 
Insufflation of carbon dioxide under pressure to establish 
pneumoperitoneum is currently the most commonly used method to 
provide adequate surgical exposure during laparoscopic procedures. 
Many studies as well as clinical experience over the past decades showed 
that the physiological effects caused by CO2 pneumoperitoneum such as 
hypercarbia, acidosis, changes in cardiovascular and pulmonary systems, 
were well tolerated by adult healthy patients (Alexander et al., 1969; Puri 
et al.，1992; Girardis et al., 1996). Recently, there were also studies on 
the physiological effects of pneumoperitoneum on pediatric patients and 
laboratory infantile animals (Liem et al., 1994; Hsing et al., 1995; 
Graham et al., 1996). However, scientific data comparing these 
physiological effects between infantile and adult subjects, and the 
1 
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possible additional effects of the peritonitis condition are still lacking. 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the differences in 
physiological response to CO2 pneumoperitoneum between infantile and 
adult pigs. A fecal peritonitis model was also used to further investigate 
for any additional effects on these physiological parameters between 
infantile and adult pigs. 
1» 
L2 History of Laparoscopic Surgery 
The use of endoscopic techniques dated to the Greco-Roman period, 
when Hippocrates (c.460-377 BC) was known to have performed 
anoscopy for the diagnosis of fistula and hemorrhoids (Jones et al., 1997). 
However, technical limitations of light transmission and optical clarity 
inhibited the use of such devices until Bozzini developed the 
“Lichtleiter” in 1806. This instrument employed a candle, mirrors, and 
various specula for viewing the rectum, vagina, and bladder (Bozzinini, 
1806). The next major advance came in 1877 when Nitze developed his 
cystoscope. With further improvements such as prismatic, lenses for 
angled viewing and operating channels, Nitze's design proved to be most 
utilitarian and versatile (Nitze, 1879). As a result of th is early technology, 
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open-cavity endoscopic procedures through natural orifices became 
common clinical practice over which laparoscopy emerged. 
1.2.1 Diagnostic Laparoscopy 
Laparoscopy (from the Greek Lapro, the flank, and skopein, to 
examine) was first performed in 1901 by Kelling (1866-1945) of 
it 
Germany. He created a pneumoperitoneum with air filtered through 
sterile cotton and used the Nitze's cystoscope to inspect the abdominal 
cavity of a dog. He described the entire procedures, instruments and 
future possibilities of this method, and called it 'coelioskopy' (Kelling, 
1901). Nine years later, Jacobaeus (1879-1937) of Sweden reported the 
first use of laparoscopy in humans, describing the endoscopic diagnosis 
of intra-abdominal tuberculosis, cirrhosis, syphilis, and malignancy. He 
used a trocar with a trap-valve to create an air pneumoperitoneum and 
inspected the three great body cavities: peritoneal, pleural, and 
pericardial. He also coined the word ‘laparoscopy, (Jacobaeus, 1910). At 
the same year, Kelling also reported his clinical performance of 
peritoneoscopy in humans. Both Kellling and Jacobaeus were therefore 
pioneers of laparoscopy. 
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Following these early developments, multiple improvements have 
been made in the instruments and techniques. In 1927, Kalk of Germany 
devised a 135-degree lens system, which improved operator orientation 
and decreased the blind spot of operative field to approximately 10 
degrees (Paolucci et al.，1996). He first performed biopsies of spleen and 
liver using a dual trocar technique. In 1938, Veress ofHungary invented 
a needle to induce pneumothorax for the treatment of tuberculosis. The 
i> 
device incorporates a spring-loaded blunt obturator at its tip, which 
protects the internal viscera from the sharp needle tip once it has 
penetrated the fascia and peritoneum. The Veress needle is still the most 
commonly used device for creating pneumoperitoneum today. Five years 
later, Dr Palmer built the first carbon dioxide auto insufflator, which can 
keep the intra-abdominal pressure consistently (Palmer et al., 1947). 
The rod-lens system was introduced by Hopkins ofEngland in 1960, 
which increased the light transmission of previous scopes by 
approximately 80-fold. The cold light transmission via fiberoptic cables 
was first used by Hirschowitz of American in 1963. The combination of 
these two technologies positioned laparoscopy as a viable therapeutic 
modality for a variety of problems (Jones et al., 1997). 
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1.2.2 Operative Laparoscopy 
Operative laparoscopy was first reported by Fervers of Germany in 
1933, who perfomed laparoscopic adhesiolysis for a patient with bowel 
obstruction. Since early 1940s, laparoscopic tubal sterilizations have 
been performed widely by gynecologists around the world. However, 
operative laparoscopy has evolved more slowly in general surgery. 
产 
The major breakthrough for operative laparoscopy is the invention 
of endoscopic hemostasis, including endo-electrocoagulation (1972), 
endo-ligation (1974) and endo-suture (1974). The link that fmally 
brought laparoscopy into the mainstream of general surgery was the 
development of the charged coupled device (CCD) silicon chip solid 
state image sensor-the miniature video camera in 1985. This technology 
allowed all members of the operating team to view the operative field 
simultaneously from same video screen orientation. The development of 
endoscopic hemostasis and new endoscopic video system made it 
possible to carry out more and more complicated surgical procedures 
(Paolucci et al., 1996;). 
The first cholecystectomy performed by videolaparoscopy in 
human in 1987 by Mouret of France, was a real milestone of the 
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development of laparoscopic surgery. Rapidly, laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy changed from being an experimental procedure to be 
the method of choice for the treatment of uncomplicated gallbladder 
stone. As surgeons became more experienced with operative endoscopic 
surgery, numerous operative procedures including repair for perforated 
peptic ulcer (Mouret et al., 1990), bowel resections (Mouret et al., 1991), 
nephrectomies (Clayman et al., 1990), splenectomies (Carroll et al., 
ti 
1992), and pancreatoduodenectomy (Gagner et al., 1992) have been 
performed laparoscopically. 
1.2.3 Pediatric Laparoscopy 
Pediatric laparoscopy lagged behind the advances in adult 
laparoscopy. Few pediatric laparoscopic procedures were done before 
1970, mainly because the attempt to make early telescope smaller 
resulted in unacceptable optics and poor vision (Lobe, 1994). With the 
advent of improved fiberoptic light sources and the Hopkins rod-lens 
system, a small telescope with superior optics and adequate light was 
possible. The availability of smaller, finer, and shorter instruments has 
made these laparoscopic operations possible in adolescents, children and 
infants as well. 
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In 1971，Gans and Berci described how technical advances had 
improved laparoscopic methods in pediatrics and advocated their use in 
the differential diagnosis of biliary atresia and choledochal cysts, liver 
biopsy, and the assessment of intersex by the inspection of pelvic organs. 
Two years later, independent reports by Gans and Berci as well as by 
Cognat et al introduced the safety and efficacy of this minimally invasive 
diagnostic technique in infants and children between the ages of 1 day 
it 
and 19 years. In 1976，Cortesi et al expanded these diagnosis 
applications into the realm of urology. Since then, the evolution of 
laparoscopy in children has closely followed the increase of its 
popularity in adults. 
Prompted by the encouraging results of laparoscopic surgery in 
adults, there have been zealous efforts by many pediatric surgeons 
worldwide to operate laparoscopically over the last few years. The 
operations ranged from simple appendectomy, pyloromyotomy， 
orchidopexy, varicocelectomy, fundoplication，nephrectomy, and 
heminephrectomy to very sophisticated and technically demanding 
procedures like splenectomy, colonic endorectal pullthrough operation 
and dismembered pyeloplasty (Newman et al., 1991;Alain et al.，1991). 
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L3. Pathophysiology of Pneumoperitoneum 
The first laparoscopists seriously interested in the physiological 
effects of pneumoperitoneum were Nadeau and Kampmeier (Nadeau et 
al., 1925). They insufflated the room air into the dog's abdomen in order 
to determine the absorbing power of the peritoneum for air. However, 
the results of these experiments were not very clear. 
The creation of pneumoperitoneum is a complex physiological 
event，with the attendant changes in the physiological environment of the 
peritoneal space affecting a number of other homeostatic systems. The 
physiological effects can be categorized as pharmacological and 
mechanical. Pharmacological effects are induced by the absorbed gas, 
whereas mechanical effects by the increase in intra-abdominal pressure 
(Safran et al.,1994; Kailash et al., 1996) . 
In the past, laparoscopy was performed primarily in young and 
healthy gynecologic patients in whom any potential physiological effects 
of the procedures were readily compensated for and therefore not 
clinically manifested. Current and future developments of laparoscopy 
aimed at different groups of patients who were much younger, much 
older, with more complex pathology or with other systemic co-morbid 
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conditions. A thorough understanding of the physiology of laparoscopy 
is therefore crucial in the preparation of these patients in order to avoid 
preventable intraoperative and postoperative morbidity. 
1.3.1 Choice of Gas for Pneumoperitoneum 
Gaseous pneumoperitoneum was quite popular early this century in 
i< 
the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis as a way to collapse the diseased 
lower parts of the lungs. It has also been used in the radiological 
diagnosis as a contrast medium. Unfortunately, a patient with pulmonary 
tuberculosis, who received air pneumoperitoneum treatment, died of air 
embolism in 1940. The pneumoperitoneum as a therapeutic measure for 
pulmonary tuberculosis was then completely replaced by antibiotics in 
late 1940s (Paolucci et al.,1996). 
The ideal gas for creating pneumoperitoneum should be nontoxic, 
colorless, readily soluble in blood, easily ventilated through the lungs, 
noncombustible, physiologically inert, and cheap. Carbon dioxide, the 
current gas of choice, fulfills most of these criteria. Being a gas with 
high solubility gas in blood, it minimizes the risk of gas embolism. 
Carbon dioxide is also nontoxic, noncombustible, colorless, and 
inexpensive. However, it is not physiologically inert. 
9 
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Air is not used for abdominal insufflation because of the associated 
risk of air embolism. Oxygen is abandoned because of the risk of 
inflammation caused by the necessary use of electrosurgical device 
during laparoscopy. Nitrogen is not soluble in blood and thus may 
potentially cause gas embolism. Nitrous oxide can result in sudden 
cardiac arrest and it is also combustible (Sharma et al., 1996). 
1« 
Recently, helium is suggested to be more suitable than carbon 
dioxide because it causes less acidosis. However, helium is poorly 
soluble in blood, with a solubility coefficient of 0.0098 in human blood 
at 37�C, compared to 0.49 for carbon dioxide (Etches et al., 1989). 
Therefore, helium appears not to be an ideal gas for pneumoperitoneum 
since it poses a much greater threat than carbon dioxide in the case of 
accidental gas embolism. 
1.3.2 CO2Absorption andAcid-base Balance 
CO2 is the end-product of aerobic metabolism. It is produced in the 
cells and almost entirely in the mitochondria where the PCO2 is highest. 
From its point of origin there are a series of pressure gradients as CO2 
passes through the cytoplasm and the extracellular fluid into the blood. 
The gas is then transported to the lungs where it is eliminated by 
10 
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ventilation. Under normal conditions, the level of CO2 in the body fluids 
depends upon the balance between production and elimination. Once 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum is established, the flux of exogenous CO2 
becomes an additional variable. 
Any insufflated gas, in theory, can be absorbed into the systemic 
circulation. The rate of such absorption is determined by the pressure 
!• 
gradient between the gas-containing cavity and the capillaries, solubility 
of the gas, surface area of diffusion, distance of diffusion, flow and 
density of capillaries (Hsing et al., 1995). With intraperitoneal 
insufflation, both the partial pressure differential between the abdominal 
cavity and circulation and total area for contact between the gas and the 
peritoneal surface increase tremendously, facilitating diffusion of CO2 
across the peritoneal lining and absorption by the circulation. Pulmonary 
excretion will increase to compensate for the accumulated CO2 in the 
blood. When the exogenous absorption exceeds the pulmonary capacity 
to excrete CO2, the arterial partial pressure of CO2 (PaCO2) begins to 
increase. The systemic evidence of CO2 accumulation, i.e. hypercarbia 
and acidemia, depends on the various interactions between the 
production of CO2 from cellular respiration, the rate of pulmonary 
elimination, the amount of body storage and the amount of CO2 
insufflated into the peritoneal cavity. Factors increasing PaCO2 include 
11 
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hypermetabolism, excessive exogenous absorption and compromised 
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As early as in 1969, Baratz et al observed that the blood gas 
changed in patients undergoing laparoscopy under general anesthesia. 
They found that there were significant increase in PaCO2 and decrease in 
pH levels in serum after CO2 insufflation. These findings were not seen 
when the patients were insufflated with N2O (Baratz et al., 1969). In 
contrast, when Brown et al studied the blood gas changes in patients 
undergoing laparoscopy with local anesthesia, they did not find any 
significant increase in PaCO2 and decrease in pH because the patients 
responded to intraperitoneal CO2 by hyperventilating presumably to 
maintain normocarbia. In addition, total CO2 excretion was significantly 
higher when CO2, rather than N2O, was used for insufflation (Brown et 
al., 1976). 
There has been abundant animal experimental evidence of 
transperitoneal absorption of CO2 during pneumoperitoneum. When 
Ivankovich et al compared the effects of peritoneal insufflation with CO2 
and N2O in dogs, they found that intraperitoneal CO2 was associated 
with elevations in PaCO2 not seen in animals undergoing N2O 
pneumoperitoneum (Ivankovich et al., 1976). These findings were 
confirmed by Leighton et al and Ho et al when they did similar studies 
using a porcine model (Leighton et al., 1992; Ho et al., 1995). These 
demonstrated conclusively that the progressive hypercarbia and acidemia 
14 
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were not due to mechanical effect of the 15 mm Hg pneumoperitoneum 
on the respiratory system, but to the results of systemic CO2 
accumulation from excessive transperitoneal CO2 absorption. Ho et al, 
using the porcine model, directly measured increase in CO2 production 
after peritoneal insufflation. The results showed that pulmonary 
excretion of CO2 increased by 30% above baseline 1 hour after CO2 
insufflation，without any concomitant changes in oxygen consumption 
it 
(Ho et al., 1992). The ratio of minute ventilation to total pulmonary CO2 
excretion decreased and the respiratory quotient increased steadily, 
suggesting that the increased pulmonary CO2 excretion resulted from 
neither respiratory compromise nor increased metabolism. 
The physiological responses to CO2 pneumoperitoneum in pediatric 
patients and laboratory infantile animals have also been studied recently 
(Liem et al., 1994; Hsing et al., 1995; Graham et al., 1996). The studies 
showed that blood gas changes were more obvious in infantile animals 
than in adult animals. Liem et al found that PaCO2 rose from 39.9 to 76.8 
mmHg and pH fell from 7.44 to 7.19 after one hour CO2 insufflation 
(Liem et al., 1994). These changes were confirmed by Graham et al who 
did similar experiment (Graham et al., 1996). 
15 
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In summary, CO2 pneumoperitoneum induces a significant 
absorption of the gas across the peritoneal surface. If pulmonary CO2 
excretion is restricted by pathology or hypoventilation, or pulmonary 
elimination is overwhelmed by excessive exogenous absorption, 
systemic CO2 accumulation results in progressive hypercarbia and 
acidemia which may induce clinically unrecognized adverse effects on 
hemodynamics and cellular functions. 
r 
1.3.3 Effects of Pneumoperitoneum on Respiratory System 
The effects of pneumoperitoneum on respiratory function have been 
studied since the late 19th century. In 1890, Heinricius demonstrated that 
elevation of intraabdominal pressure (IAP) to 27 and 46 cm H2O led to 
death in cats and guinea pigs models, respectively. Respiratory 
dysfunction was believed to be the cause of death in small animal 
models of elevated abdominal pressure. 
Pneumoperitoneum, in itself, affects some mechanical properties of 
the respiratory system. An intraabdominal pressure of 25mmHg would 
exert a 50 kg force on the diaphragm, thereby impeding diaphragmatic 
function and limiting lung expansion (Scott et al., 1970). The increase in 
intraperitoneal pressure and volume can push the diaphragm into the 
16 
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thoracic cavity and compress the basilar lung segments. Physiologically, 
this is manifested as a decrease in functional residual capacity, with an 
increase in alveolar dead space and resultant V/Q mismatch (Puri et al., 
1992; Seed et al., 1970). Clinically, an increase in peak airway pressure 
was often required to maintain a constant tidal volume following CO2 
insufflation (Motew et al., 1973). Peak and plateau airway pressures rose 
by 50% and 81 %, respectively, while pulmonary compliance decreased 
by 47% (Sharma et al., 1996). This elevation of peak airway pressure 
may be of little clinical significance in most healthy patients, but it may 
adversely affect those with limited cardiopulmonary reserve. 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum induced minimal changes in oxygenation 
that were clinically insignificant (David et al., 1994). Baratz and Karis 
showed a minor decrease in PaO2, presumably due to impaired 
ventilation at bases (Baratz et al., 1969). In contrast, Puri and Singh 
found no changes (Puri et al., 1992), whereas Brown et al reported a 
constant increase in PaO2 during laparoscopy (Brown et al., 1976). 
1.3.4 Effects of Pneumoperitoneum on Circulatory System 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum may affect the circulatory system by two 
separate mechanisms. First, the increase in PaCO2 concentration in blood 
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may directly alert cardiovascular function through both cardiac and 
vascular effects. Secondly, the elevation in intra-abdominal pressure can 
exert hemodynamic changes. These two mechanisms are intimately 
interrelated. 
L3.4,1 Due to Hypercarbia 
i> 
Hypercarbia is the presence oPan abnormally high level of carbon 
dioxide in the circulating blood. The normal range of the PC02 
concentration in arterial blood is considered to be 4.7�5.3KPa. 
The effects ofhypercarbia on the circulation are complicated by the 
dual effects of carbon dioxide on target organs (Fig 1.2). Hypercarbia 
may cause direct depression ofboth cardiac muscle and vascular smooth 
muscle, resulting in myocardial depression and arterial dilatation. At the 
same time, it can stimulate the sympathoadrenal system to secrete 
additional catecholamine into blood, which can cause an increase in 
heart rate (HR), mean arterial pressure (MAP), myocardial contractility, 
and a decrease in peripheral vascular resistance. The final consequences 
of hypercarbia on the fonction of any organ depend on the complex 
interplay between direct effects of CO2 elevation and indirect effects via 
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Fig 1.2 The complexity of the mechanisms by which carbon 
dioxide may influence the circulatory system (Nunn, 1987). 
The overall effect on patients is an increase in cardiac output which 
is roughly proportional to the arterial PCO2. The rise in cardiac output 
exceeds the rise in blood pressure and this may be described as a fall in 
peripheral resistance (total). In spite of the rise ofcardiac output, there is 
an increase in central venous pressure. This implies that capacitance 
vessels are contracted to cause a rise in filling pressure with which the 
increased cardiac output does not keep pace. In the absence of 
sympathetic nervous system activity, the direct effect of carbon dioxide 
upon the myocardium causes a fall ofcardiac output and a profound fall 




As early as in 1910, Jerusalem and Starling demonstrated that 
hypercarbia induced an acute deterioration of ventricular performance in 
the isolated frog and tortoise hearts. This was amply confirmed by other 
workers. The mechanism responsible for the fall in cardiac contractile 
force is explained by rapid diffusion of CO2 into cells with consequent 
intracellular acidosis, which might have a greater effect on myofibrillar 
force production in conditions of low inotropic state. The effect is short-
lived and there is a progressive recovery of function as the intracellular 
pH changes are buffered. Hypercarbia also has a depressant effect on 
peripheral vascular smooth muscle, its effects being most marked on the 
precapillary resistance section. 
In an intact animal experiment, the depressant effect of hypercarbia 
was overshadowed by the stimulant effect mediated through sympathetic 
system. Blackburn et al. (1972) clearly showed a positive inotropic effect 
with increasing PCO2 in dogs and demonstrated that this was prevented 
by B-adrenergic blockade. Walley et al (1990) described the 
cardiovascular response to acute hypercarbia in anaesthetized open-chest 
dogs. The results showed that hypercarbia decreased left ventricular 
contractility, but stroke volume was unchanged because the increase in 
end-diastolic volumes was similar to the increase in end-systolic 
volumes. In spite of this, cardiac output rose due to an increase in heart 
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rate. After B-blockade, the same degree of hypercarbia produced a much 
larger impairment in left ventricular contractility with a further increase 
in end-systolic volumes. In these latter conditions, cardiac output did not 
augment despite a significant decrease in systemic vascular resistance 
and a slight increase in heart rate. These findings were consistent with 
the hypothesis that hypercarbia stimulated B-adrenergic reflexes to 
increase venous retum and to ameliorate the reduction of cardiac 
pumping fonction induced by myocardial intracellular acidosis. 
L3.4.2 Due to Increased Intra-abdominal Pressure (IAP) 
Many clinical conditions may cause an acute increase in IAP, such 
as intraperitoneal bleeding, intestinal obstruction, peritonitis and 
abdominal trauma. The pathophysiological effects of increased IAP on 
circulatory system have been widely studied. The results were not 
completely consistent, but most studies showed that high IAP led to a 
significant reduction in cardiac output, and low IAP did not bring any 
significant changes to hemodynamics. 
The mechanism by which increased IAP affects circulatory system 
is also very complex. Cardiac output can be affected by three ways. First, 
increased IAP may reduce venous retum through: (1) increased IAP 
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leads to the collapse of the capillaries and small veins, decreasing the 
circulation to the viscera and causing stasis and exudation of fluid; (2). 
pressure on the vena cava diminishes venous retum from the lower limbs, 
but the arterial supply would remain intact. Both fluid and blood would 
be lost in the tissues of lower extremity. This would progressively 
decrease the effective blood volume. Second, increased IAP may 
increase systemic vascular resistance. The mechanisms for this increase 
II 
have not been elucidated but are likely due to the mechanical 
compression of the capillary beds by elevated intraabdominal pressure. 
In addition, increased SVR may result from hormonal factors like 
catecholamines, vasopressin, and renin-angiotensin activity. Third, 
increased IAP may increase thoracic pressure. This pressure is 
transmitted to the pericardium and heart, leading to the reduction in 
ventricular compliance and cardiac contractility with decreased 
ventricular end-diastolic volumes. This, combine with increased SVR 
and decreased VR, progressively reduces cardiac output (Fig 1.3). 
However, the low IAP does not cause significant changes in cardiac 
output. The hemodynamic effects of increased IAP are modified by 
several factors, including the magnitude of the increase in IP, baseline 
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Fig 1.3 The pathophysiological effects of increased IAP on 
cardiovascular system (Saggi, 1998) 
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Diamant et al (1978) investigated the hemodynamic changes under 
different level of IAP in dogs, they found that the dogs responded to the 
IAP of 5 mm Hg with increase in CO, MAP and caval blood flow. They 
explained that low IAP may "squeeze" capacitance vessels in the 
abdominal viscera to result in increased blood volume but the pressure 
would not affect cardiac contractility and SVR. When IAP was then 
raised to 40 mm Hg, CO, stroke volume, and caval flow all fell 
significantly in normovolemic animais, accompanied by a significant rise 
in systemic vascular resistance (SVR). Similar studies were performed 
by Ishizaki et al. (1992) who found that cardiac output decreased 
significantly and became progressively lower during the procedure at an 
IAP of 16 mm Hg. SVR was elevated significantly in parallel with the 
change in cardiac output. No significant changes were observed in these 
parameters at an IAP of 8 or 12 mm Hg. 
The pathophysiological effects caused by an IAP of 15mmHg, 
which is the most commonly used pressure during laparoscopic surgery, 
remain controversy. Some results showed that this pressure caused 
significant alterations in hemodynamic function (Safran et al., 1994; 
Sharma et al., 1996), but some results showed not. Ho et al (1995) 
compared the effects of peritoneal insufflation with CO2 or nitrogen in 
pigs. They found that there was no significant hemodynamic change 
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during nitrogen pneumoperitoneum at an IAP of 15 mm Hg. Similar 
observations were made by Leighton et al (1992) who investigated the 
differences between CO2 and helium pneumoperitoneum. 
The hemodynamic effects of increased IAP are modified by the 
state of hydration of the subjects. Kashtan et al (1981) studied the 
hemodynamic effects of increased abdominal pressure by infusing fluid 
into the dog's abdomen. The effect on cardiac output (CO) varied, 
however, depending on intravascular volume. An increase in IAP to 40 
mm Hg resulted in a 53% decrease in CO in hypovolemic animals, a 
17% decrease in normovolemic animals, and a 50% increase in 
hypervolemic animals. Volume status also seemed to determine the 
effect of elevated IAP on CVP, since changes in both CVP and CO 
appeared to be volume-dependent. The authors concluded that the net 
effect of elevated IAP on CO was the result of changes in cardiac 
preload. With low right heart filling pressure, high IAP compressed the 
inferior vena cava and impeded venous retum, whereas, when right-sided 
pressures were high, venous retum was augmented by the increased IAP, 
presumably due to facilitated emptiness of splanchnic circulation. 
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L4 Pathophysiology of Peritonitis 
L4J AnimalModel of Peritonitis 
During the last 40 years, many attempts have been made to design 
an animal model of peritonitis. The ideal model should be reliable, 
standard, reproducible and resembling human disease. However, A 
single model with those specifications has not been .,entirely successful 
because of species differences and the multiple factors encountered in 
the attempt to create an analogous clinical condition. (Kazarian et al., 
1994; Sayek I., 1997). In general, there are three types of models for 
、 
intraperitoneal infection described in the literature. Each ofthese models 
has their own advantages and disadvantages. The aim should govem the 
selection of the right model to be used for experimental purposes. 
The first type of model is created by ligation of the cecum. This 
model results in a severe diffuse peritonitis within a mortality of 
approximately 90 pre cent with ten days. The clinical features of the 
infection are comparable with those of peritonitis in human and are 
characterized by abdominal pain, guarding and vomiting. At autopsy or 
at re-operation after two days, the dogs show a diffuse fibrinopurulent 
peritonitis which compares microscopically and macroscopically well 
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with peritonitis in humans (Hau et al.，1977). The main disadvantage is 
that the situation is entirely uncontrolled. A certain mortality is due to 
the anesthesia and trauma of the operation. The severity of the peritonitis 
depends upon the bacterial contents of the intestine at the time of rupture. 
Surgical techniques are only applicable to large animals in which cost 
limits the number of animals which can be used for experimental study, 
and this reduces the statistical significance of the results (Browne MK et 
al., 1976). “ 
产 
The second type is induced by injection of a certain amount of pure 
cultures of bacteria into the peritonitis cavity. This model allows precise � 
control over the dosage and strains of bacteria and is completely 
reproducible. However, It does not exactly mimic human situation in 
bacterial peritonitis. Toni's study showed that the animals died within 12 
hours of the injection, and at autopsy, no evidence of peritonitis was 
observed either macroscopically or microscopically. This, therefore, is 
not a model of peritonitis but a model of delayed endotoxin shock. This 
model is an excellent one for studying certain aspects of peritoneal 
infection, for example, these on bacterial clearance or cellular response 
to an intraperitoneal bacterial inoculum. 
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The third type is made by the administration of a certain numbers of 
autologous feces into the peritoneal cavity. This model simulates many 
instances of natural occurrence of acute bacterial peritonitis. The animals 
which died from generalized peritonitis had many hemorrageic purulent 
materials in their peritoneal cavity. The serosal surfaces were covered 
with fibrinopurulent material. The mesothelial layers were congested and 
edematous with focal areas of hemorrhage. The cut surfaces of the solid 
abdominal organs showed moderate to marked congestion (Hovanian AP 
产 
et al., 1972; Wollert S et al., 1993; and Strand OA et al., 1998). The 
main disadvantage of this model is that the bacterial contents of feces are 
uncontrolled. Another disadvantage is that many species are resistant to � 
their own fecal material. 
Species to be used for peritonitis model include dogs, rats, mice, 
rabbits, and sheep. Recently, the porcine model of fecal peritonitis was 
widely used because pig has many similarities to human. This dose of 
0.5g feces/kg was chosen by most of the researchers (Rasmussen et al., 
1992; Antonsson et al., 1993; and Stand et al., 1998) in studying the 
effects of peritonitis on gut intramucosal pH, gut blood flow, oxygen 









Fig 1.4 A theoretical model of the natural history of the 
cardiovascular response during natural history of septic peritonitis 
(Donald, 1993). • 
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i'4'2 Effects ofPeritonitis on Cardiovascular System 
Following initial contamination of the peritoneal cavity, the 
contaminants are rapidly disseminated by the movement of peritoneal 
fluid which makes the contamination a diffuse process. This process 
should properly be viewed as favoring the host in the ensuing effort to 
combat potential pathogens. The initial physiological response to 
peritoneal contamination is similar to the adaptive response of stress. 
产 
However, severe peritonitis results in exaggeration of the normal stress 
response with metabolic decompensation and severe catabolism being 
the net result. A theoretical model of the natural history of the � 
cardiovascular response to septic peritonitis is illustrated in Fig 1.4. 
During stage A, the cardiac output increases, but with minimal 
changes in peripheral vascular resistance. This stage represents the 
compensated phase of the septic response and is analogous to the 
appropriate stress response. Patients with mild peritonitis from an acute 
perforated peptic ulcer would commonly be identified in this group. 
However, in stage B, peripheral vascular resistance decreases in an 
inappropriate fashion and this results in increased cardiac output, 
probably mediated by the sympathetic nervous system secondary to 
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after-load reduction. The cardiac index in these patients may reach 
200-300% of normal. In younger patients with considerable cardiac 
reserve, this hyperdynamic state can be sustained for days. Older patients 
and those with organic heart diseases may not be able to generate or 
sustain an increased level of cardiac performance. Severe peritonitis in a 
younger patient after a major colon injury will commonly be associated 
with a period of stage B sepsis. 
it 
r 
As the natural history of the disease progresses to stage C, cardiac 
performance declines to levels that under ordinary circumstances would 
be considered normal. This decline in myocardial performance 
% 
represents the inability to sustain the high-output stage. The marked 
reduction of peripheral vascular resistance makes this level of cardiac 
output inadequate to support systemic arterial blood pressure and 
hypotension is identified clinically as a result. On the other hand, the 
patient with severe peritonitis without sufficient cardiac reserve to 
generate an elevated cardiac output may quickly progress to stage C 
without proceeding through the previous stages that require a 
hyperdynamic circulation. 
Finally, stage D represents the cardiogenic phase of septic shock, 
where frank myocardial failure is superimposed upon the primary 
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peripheral abnormality of the septic process. When low cardiac output 
intervenes, peripheral vascular resistance dramatically increases. In the 
aggressively treated normovolemic patient, the development of stage D 
usually represents a preterminal event. 
The characteristics of two types of peritonitis, autologous fecal 
inoculum (FEC) and a pure culture of Escherichia coli (EC), were 
studied by Kazarian et al (1994) in porcine models. The EC group was 
r 
characterized early by hypotension, low cardiac output, and increased 
systemic and pulmonary vascular resistances. In contrast, the FEC group 
pigs demonstrated early hypotension, but with increased cardiac output � 
and reduced systemic vascular resistance. Pigs that received i.p. 
autologous feces developed an early acute peritonitis phase, and later 
developed pronounced peritoneal reaction as demonstrated by multiple 
abdominal abscesses, pyogenic granuloma formation, and adhesions with 
physiological evidence of developing sepsis over 72 h. however, the 




1.5 The Purpose of this Study 
The purpose of this animal experiment was to evaluate the 
differences in physiological changes, including CO2 homeostasis, 
respiratory function, and hemodynamics, between infantile and adult 
pigs during pneumoperitoneum for laparoscopic procedure. We 
hypothesized that CO2 pneumoperitoneum, using a standard pressure 
1» 
adopted for laparoscopic procedure, causes greater physiological 
r 
changes in infantile pigs compared to adult pigs. 
A porcine model of fecal peritonitis was used to further investigate � 
for any additional changes in these physiological parameters between 
infantile and adult pigs during the CO2 pneumoperitoneum procedure. 
The hypothesis that these physiological effects produced by 
pneumoperitoneum may be enhanced by the presence of peritonitis was 
tested. 
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2.Materials and Methods 
2.1 Animals and Grouping 
The experimental protocol for animal use in this thesis was 
approved by the Animal Research Ethics Committee of the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. All experiments were performed in 
accordance with the guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals 
at the Chinese University o fHong Kong. 
A total of 28 mixed-breed domestic pigs of both sex, including 14 
adult pigs weighting 57-63kg and 14 infantile pigs (approximately 4 
weeks old) weighting 6.5~8.2kg, were randomly divided into four 
groups. There were seven pigs in each group. The sample size was 
determined by the previous study with a=0.05, l_P=0.80. 
Adult control group (7) 
Adult < ^ 
< ( 1 4 ) Adult peritonitis group (7) 
Z Infantile control group (7) 
Infant <C 
(14) Infantile peritonitis group (7) 
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2.2 Anaesthesia and Procedures 
The pigs were kept fast ovemight before experiments. On the day of 
experimentation, they were premedicated with an intramuscular injection 
of ketamine hydrochloride (Alfasan, Woerden Holland; 15mg/kg), 
acepromazine maleate (Neurotrano; Alfasan Woerden Holland; 
0.2mg/kg) and atropine (Weimer Pharma GmbH; Rastatt, Germany; 
0.05mg/kg). A peripheral venous catheter was placed Via one of the ear 
r 
veins, and anaesthesia was induced with an intravenous injection of 
thiopental sodium (Intraval Sodium; Rhone-Poulnc Rorer Limited, 
Deansgrange, Co. Dublin; 15mg/kg). The animals were placed in a � 
supine position on the operating table with the front and hind limbs fixed 
in the abduction position (Fig 2.1). The trachea was intubated with a 
cuffed endotracheal tube (9 mm internal diameter for adult pigs; 5 mm 
for piglets) and the lungs were ventilated with 50% oxygen in air using a 
Servo 900C ventilator (Siemens-Elema, Stockholm, Sweden, Fig 2.2). 
The ventilation mode used was volume control mode. The 
ventilation was set at a tidal volume of lOml/kg and zero end-expiratory 
pressure. A square-wave flow pattem was used with 25% inspiratory 
time and 10% inspiratory pause. The appropriate minute ventilation was 
determined by adjusting the respiratory rate to obtain normal arterial 
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blood gas (PaCO2 of 4.7-5.3 Kpa) before pneumoperitoneum. These 
ventilation variables were maintained constant after the establishment of 
pneumoperitoneum. 
The anaesthesia was maintained with 1-1.5% isoflurance 
(Froane; Abbott Laboratories Ltd., Queenborough, Kent, English). 
Isoflurance concentrations were adapted to keep the animal 
hemodynamically stable before pneumoperitoneum, then not varied 
during the anaesthesia periods. The pigs were kept paralyzed with the 
infusion of vecuronium bromide 0.2mg/Kg per hour (Norcuron; 
Organon Teknika, Boxtel, NL;). Lactated Ringer's solution was 
% 
infused via an intravenous line at a rate of 1 OmlA:g per hour (20 
ml/kg per hour for animals assigned to peritonitis group), using 
Terufuston infbsion pump (model, STC-503, Terumo corporation., 
Tokyo, Japan). The rate of infusion was chosen based on preliminary 
studies and previously published reports (Talamini et al 1997; Strand 
et al 1998). Body temperature was maintained at 37~38°C by means 
of a overhead heater (model, MN, Ameda AG ZUG, Switzerland. Fig 
2.1) and a warming blanket. 
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The physiological monitor, CO2 insufflator, and infusion pump. 
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2.3 Pulmonary Monitoring 
The Datex Capnomac anaesthesia gas monitor (model, AGM-103， 
Datex Instrumentarim Corp., Helsinki, Finland. Fig 2.3) was used to 
continuously measure the end-tidal carbon dioxide tension (PetCO2), 
inspired oxygen concentration (F jO � ) � and isoflurance concentration in 
inspiratory and expiratory gases. The monitor was a compact, 
microprocessor controlled monitoring instrument for measuring 
respiratory gas and anaesthesia agents. The measurement of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) and isoflurance conecentration was based on an infrared 
absorption technique. Oxygen concentration was measured using a fast-
、 
response paramagnetic oxygen analyzer. 
Respiratory parameters of minute ventilation (Vg), tidal volume 
(Vj), respiratory rate (RR), peak inspiratory pressure (PIP), plateau and 
mean inspiratory pressure were recorded on the Servo 900C ventilator 
continuously. During experimental periods, arterial oxygen saturation 
(SaO2) was continuously monitored using a noninvasive pulse oximeter, 
which was attached with the pig's paw. 
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2.4 Hemodynamic Monitoring 
The neck was shaved and prepared with povidone-iodine solution 
(Betadine, Napp Laboratories, Cambridge, England) and draped in sterile 
fashion. The right carotid artery and external jugular vein were surgically 
exposed via a right paratracheal cutdown. 
II 
2.4.1 Arterial Catheter 
产 
An angiocath (16-gauge for adult pigs and 18-gauge for piglets, 
Becton Dickinson Vascular Access Sandy, Utah, UAS) was cannulated � 
with the right carotid artery and connected to a pressure transducer 
(DPT4812AD, Biosensors, Singapore). The transducer was connected to 
the multichannel physiological monitor that contained a cardiac output 
computer (model 90308-11-14, Spacelabs Medical LTD, Redmond, USA 
Fig 2.2). The data of systolic arterial blood pressure (SAP), diastolic 
arterial blood pressure (DAP), mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) were 
continuously recorded on the monitor. The arterial catheter was also used 
for taking arterial blood sampling intermittently for blood gas and 
oxygenation analysis. 
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2,4.2 Pulmonary Arterial Catheter 
A Swan-Ganz thermodilution catheter (7.5F AH-05050 for adult 
pigs and 6F AI-07365H for piglets. Arrow international Inc, Reading, PA, 
USA) was inserted in the right external jugular vein and floated into the 
pulmonary artery, being advanced until a stable pulmonary artery wedge 
pressure was achieved upon balloon inflation. The location of the 
catheter was determined by observing the characteristic pulmonary 
r< 
arterial pressure tracing on the physiological monitor and was confirmed 
by autopsy in all animals. The distal PA lumen was connected to a 
pressure transducer for continuous monitoring of systolic p u l m o n a r y � 
arterial blood pressure (SPAP), diastolic pulmonary arterial blood 
pressure (DPAP), mean pulmonary arterial blood pressure (MPAP), and 
for taking blood simple for mixed venous blood. CVP was recorded from 
the proximal CVP lumen of the pulmonary artery catheter. All the 
transducers were zeroed to the level of the atrium and connected to the 
multichannel physiological monitor for continuous data collection. The 
core temperature was continuously recorded by the thermistor at the tip 
of the PA catheter. 
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2.4J Cardiac Output Measurement 
Cardiac Output was measured by thermodilution technique using a 
variation of the Stewart-Hamilton formula. Thermodilution involved 
injection a cooled fluid (injectate) through the CVP proximal lumen of 
the PA catheter. Cardiac output is determined by measuring the change 
in blood temperature downstream from the delivery site at the pulmonary 
artery with respect to time. If the flow was large； the volume of blood 
rf 
that the inject mixeed with was large as well, so the monitor would 
detect a small change in temperature. When a smaller flow ofblood was 
diluted by the same volume of injecte, the change in temperature w o u l d � 
be larger. 
At each measurement 10 ml (5 ml for piglets) of saline at room 
temperature was injected according to the instruction manual of the 
cardiac output computer. The mean value of the three computed 
measurements was used and less than a 10% variation was required for 
acceptance. 
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2.5 Experimental Design 
After placement of all monitoring lines, the animals were then 
allowed to stabilize, as determined by stable and normal hemodynamics 
with constant ventilation to maintain normal arterial blood gases. Further 
baseline measurements were obtained for 60 minutes in all pigs. Animals 
were then divided into four groups as designed protocol. The animals in 
the peritonitis group had fecal peritonitis induced by introducing 
产 
autologous feces (as described in 2.5.1). The experimental sequences for 
the control and peritonitis groups animals were delineated in Fig 2.5. 
% 
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Anaesthesia Baseline: data collection 
T -,-
Peritonitis or Not Preinsufflation: data collection 
\ 5 hours ,. 
A_, 
Pneumoperitoneum | Insufflation: data collection 
\ 6 0 minutes 
, 
Release Pneumoperitoneum Desufflation: data collection 
60 minutes 
Fig 2.3 Experimental protocol expressed as a timeline. 
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2,5.1 Operative Intervention 
After baseline data collection, laparotomy was performed via a 
2.0cm small midline incision under sterile procedure. A temporal 
colotomy was performed on animals assigned to the peritonitis groups. A 
dose of 0.5gy^kg of autologous feces was immersed in sterile saline 
(lOml/kg) the instilled into the abdominal cavity. This dosage was 
chosen based on preliminary studies and previously published reports 
(Rasmussen et al 1992f Strand et al 1998). An Ethicon 0.5cm 
laparoscopic trocar (Ethicon Endoscopic Instruments, Cincinnati, OH) 
was placed into the peritoneal cavity via the abdominal incision for 
、 
creating pneumoperitoneum. Animals assigned to the control groups 
were only placed with a laparoscopic trocar. The abdominal wound was 
一 
then closed with running 2-0 silk in two layers. 
2,5,2 CC>2 Pneumoperitoneum 
The animals were then allowed to stabilize for five hours. 
Following the preinsufflation data measurements, CO2 pneumo-
peritoneum was created with an automatic CO2 insufflator (model 
A5645.1, Olympus Corp, Tokyo, Japan). All animals were insufflated to 
an intraperitoneal pressure of 15mm Hg with medical grade CO2 for one 
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hour. The gases were then evacuated completely, and the animals were 
observed for one hour. 
2.5J Data Collection 
The study consisted of four observation periods during which the 
experimental data were collected. All the physiological data (pulmonary 
and hemodynamic) were recorded at baseline and preinsufflation. These 
data were continuously recorded at 5，15, 30, 45, 60 minutes after 
establishment of pneumoperitoneum, and every 15 minutes after release 
of pneumoperitoneum. 
Arterial and mixed venous blood samples for blood gas and oxygen 
saturation analysis were taken at baseline, preinsufflation, and every 15 
minutes during and after pneumoperitoneum. 
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2.6 Blood Gas Analysis 
Arterial and mixed venous blood samples (1.5ml) were taken from 
arterial and pulmonary arterial line at the predetermined time points. The 
blood were heparinized，and placed into an ice-chilled container. Blood 
gas values of pH, PCO2, PO2, HCO3", and BE were analyzed with a blood 
gas analyzer (Ciba-coming 288，Medisource; USA) and reported in 
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Z 7 Oxygenation Analysis 
The total hemoglobin concentration and oxygen saturation in both 
arterial and mixed venous bloods were measured using CO-Oximeter 
(Model IL682; Instrumentation Laboratory, Inc., Lexington, Mass). This 
instrument was calibrated for pig blood and used for measuring 
oxygenation of arterial and mixed venous blood. An anticoagulated 
whole blood sample was aspirated into the instrument, mixed with 
ff 
diluent, hemolyzed and brought to a constant temperature in the cuvette. 
Monochromatic light at six specific wavelengths passed through the 
cuvette to a photo-detector, whose output was used to g e n e r a t e � 
absorbances. A microcomputer was used to measure and calculate the 
total hemoglobin (tHb), percent oxyhemoglobin (%O2Hb), percent 
carbohemoglobin，percent methemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin. Oxygen 
saturation, oxygen content, and oxygen capacity can be calculated. 
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2.8 Histological Study 
At the end of each experiment, the pigs were sacrificed by 
intravenous injection of sodium phenobarbitone lOOmg/kg. Autopsy was 
performed to examine the abdominal cavity and the peritoneum was 
immediately removed for histological study. The peritoneum was 
processed by the following procedures: 
it 
广 
Procedures Reagents Time 
Fixing 10% buffered formalin about 24 hours 
Processing Dyhydrating: � 
50% Ethanol lhr 
70% Ethanol . lhr 
85% Ethanol lhr 
95% Ethanol lhr 
100% Ethanol lhr 
100% Ethanol 2hr 
Clearing: 
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Paraffin wax lhr 
Paraffin wax lhr 
Paraffin wax 2hr 
(Vacuum aspiration if needed) 
Embedding: 
Paraffin wax 
(allow to cool and trim) 
Sectioning Section at 5 um thick, adlhere on slides by egg 
ff 
albumin and dry on warm plate or oven ovemight. 
Staining Dewax: 
Xylene 5 min 
% 
Xylene 5 min 
Hydration: 
100% Ethanol lm in 
95% Ethanol 1 min 
70% Ethanol 1 min 
50% Ethanol 1 min 
%> 
30% Ethanol 1 min 
Running tap water 1 min 
Staining: 
Mayer's hematoxylin 15 min 
Tap water 1 min 
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1 % acidified alchohol 2 sec 
Tap water 1 min 
Scott's tap water 1 min 
Tap water 1 min 
0.5 aqueous Eosin 1 min 
Tap water 1 min 
Dehydration: 
70% Ethanol “ 1 min 
fT 
95% Ethanol 1 min 
100% Ethanol 2min 
100% Ethanol 2min � 
Xylene : Ethanol (1:1) 2 min 
Xylene . 2min 
Xylene 2 min 
Mounting: 
Canada Balsam 
The sections were observed under light microscope by different 
combination ofmagnification values of the eyepieces and objective lens 
of the microscope. Pictures of the peritoneum sections under microscope 
were taken for record. 
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2.9 Equations Used for Calculations 
Cardiac index (CI) = Cardiac output (CO) / Body Weight 
Stroke volume (SV) = CO / HR 
Stroke volume index (SVI)= CI / HR 
Systemic vascular resistance index (SVRI)=79.92 (MAP-CVP)/CI 
Pulmonary vascular resistance index (PVRI)=79.92 (MAP-CVP)/CI 
II 
Arterial oxygen content (C,O2)=l.39 x tHb, x O2Hb,/lOO 
Mixed venous oxygen content (C,O2)=l.39 x tHb, x O2HbyiOO 
Oxygen delivery index (DO2I)=lO x CI x C,O2 
� 
Oxygen consumption index (VO2I)=lO x CI x (C,O2- C,O2) 
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2.10 Statistical Analysis 
Data were expressed as mean 土 SEM. A paired student t-test was 
used to compare the differences in physiological parameters at different 
time points within group, e.g. the differences between baseline and 
preinsufflation, the differences between preinsufflation and those 
recorded during 1 hour pneumoperitoneum and 1 hour recovery periods. 
I* 
A p value ofless then 0.05 was considered significant. 
For multiple comparison of different parameters between groups 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used. I f i t showed that a s igni f icant� 
difference existed, a unpaired student t-test was used to analyze the 
difference between two specific groups. Statistical significance was 




J./ Baseline Physiological Measurements 
A total of 28 animals in the four groups survived the entire 
experimental period and all measured values were included in the results. 
The baseline physiological measurements for the four groups were 
»* 
shown in Table 3.1. Compared to adult pigs, piglets had a significantly 
lower baseline MAP, CO, pHa, HCO3� , BEa and SVRI, while the values 
for SaO2, CI, SVI, %O2Hba, and %O2Hbv were higher (P<0.01). There 
% 
were no significant differences in baseline measurements between 




Table 3.1 Baseline values for selected parameters 
~ ~ A d u l t ~ ~ ~ ~ A d u l t ~ ~ Infantile Infantile 
control peritonitis control peritonitis 
Body Weight(kg) 61.1i0.8 60.5i0.7 7.310.2 7.4±0.2 
B A S ( m , 1.57±0.01 ~~1.56i0 .01 ~~0.38i0 .01 ~~0.39i0 .01 
HR(beat.min-i) 103.2±9.7~~103.8±9.4~~104.2±10.1 ~~102.2±9.1 
MAP (mmHg) 70.8±2.7 70.6±2.9 64.4±2.9 63.8±2.1 
MPAP (mmHg) 20.7+1.2 20.2±1.1 ~~20.4±0.7 20.5i0.8 
CVP (mmHg) 5.8±0.5 5.6i0.6 5.6±0.4 5.5±0.3 
PAWP (mmHg) 9.9+0.7 9.810.4 9.6±0.7 9.8±0.5 
•I 
CO(L/min) 5.610.5 5.4+0.3 0.96+0.1 0.95±0.1 
CI(ml.min-'kg-') 93.1il0.3~~92.5±6.2~~136.4i9.2~~131.8+10.1 
~~~SVI(ml.bear'.kg-') 0.93±0.03~~0.92i0.02~~1.34土0.01 ~ ~ 1 3 5 i 0 . 0 2 
SVRI(dyne.sec.m-^ kg ' ) 54.2+4.7 54.3±7.2 32.2±5.7 32.9±8.2 
PVRI(dyne.sec.m-5. kg ' )~~10 .1 i0 .6 10.5+0.4 4.8±0.4 4.7±0.3 � 
SaO2(%) 98.6士0.1 98.7i0.1 99.9i0.1 99.9+0.1 
PetCO2(kPa) 4.7±0.05 4.7±0.03 4.7±0.05 4.7±0.06 
PHa 7.49±0.01 ~~7.48±0.01 ~~7.44±0.01 ~~7.44±0.01 
PaCO2(kPa) 4.9±0.01 4.9i0.01 4.9+0.01 4.9i0.01 
HCO3-a(mmol/L) 29.9±0.6 29.8±0.5 26.9±0.6 26.7±0.7 
BEa(mmol/L) 6.0i0.3 6.1i0.2 2.6i0.5 2.6i0.4 
K^mmol/L) 4.35i0.02~~4.4110.03~~4.46±0.02~~4.51i0.03 
Na+(mmol/L) 133±1.5 132±2.1 131±1.6 132±1.9 
Hb(g.dl-i) 9.1i0.5 8.9i0.3 9.0i0.5 9.2i0.6 
%O2Hba(%) 92.1i0.5 92.1i0.4 95.1i0.3 95.4i0.2 
%O2Hbv(%) 84.1il.7 84.2tl.2 86.4±1.1 87.1i0.9 
CA(ml.dr') 11.7i0.5 11.4±0.3 11.9士0.5 12.1+0.6 
Cv02(ml.dl-i) 10.1i0.5 10.4士0.7 10.4±0.5 10.3士0.4 
Data were expressed as the mean ± SEM 
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3.2 Acid-Base Balance Measurements 
3.2,1 End Tidal CO� Tension (PetCOJ 
After CO2 intraperitoneal insufflation, significant increase of 
PetCO2 from preinsufflation was found in all four groups at all time 
points (p<0.01, at 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes; Fig 3.2.1). Infantile pigs 
had a more pronounced increase in PetCO2 compared with adult pigs 
both in control and peritonitis groups (p<0.01). No statistical differences 
in PetCO2 changes were noted between control and peritonitis groups 
both in infantile and adult animals (p>0.05). One hour after insufflation, 
% 
PetCO2 increased by 23%, 2 0 % � 5 1 % , and 49% in adult control, adult 
peritonitis, infantile control and infantile peritonitis groups, respectively. 
f 
Following the release of pneumoperitoneum, PetCO2 significantly 
decreased in the two infantile groups at all time points (p<0.01, at 75，90， 
105，and 120 minutes). No statistically significant difference in the 
decrease of PetCO2 was observed in the two adult groups at all time 
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Fig 3.2.1 Physiological responses as measured by the PetCOj 
during and after CO! pneumoperitoneum in each offour groups. 
V 
Data were expressed as mean 士 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 





3.2.2 Arterial Partial Pressure ofCO� (PaCOJ 
After CO2 pneumoperitoneum, PaCO2 significantly increased from 
preinsufflation in all four groups at all time points (p<0.01, at 15, 30，45, 
and 60 minutes; Fig 3.2.2). The increase was significantly faster in 
infantile than adult animals both in control and peritonitis groups 
(p<0.01). There were no statistical differences in PaCO2 changes 
• ) 
between control and peritonitis groups both in infantile and adult animals 
(p>0.05). One hour after insufflation，PaCO2 increased by 32%, 31%, 
550/0，and 54% in adult control, adult peritonitis, infantile control and 
infantile peritonitis groups, respectively. � 
Following the release of CO2 pneumoperitoneum, PaCO2 
significantly decreased in the two infantile groups at all time points 
(p<0.01, at 75, 90，105，and 120 minutes). The decrease in the two adult 
groups was slomer, and there was no statistically significant difference 
within first 30 minutes after CO2 desufflation (p>0.05, at 75 and 90 
minutes; p<001, at 105 and 120 minutes). 
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Fig 3.2.2 Physiological responses as measured by the PaCOj 
during and after pneumoperitoneum in each offour groups. 
Data were expressed as mean 士 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 




3,2,3 Arterial pH (pHa) 
The pHa values significantly decreased 5-hours after the 
introduction of fecal peritonitis in the two peritonitis groups (p<0.01). 
There were no statistically significant differences between baseline and 
preinsufflation values in the two control groups (p>0.05, Fig 3.2.3). 
»• 
After the commencement of CO2 insufflation，pHa significantly 
tr 
decreased in all four groups at all time points (p<0.01, at 15, 30, 45, and 
60 minutes, Fig 3.2.4). Infantile pigs had a more pronounced decrease 
compared with adult pigs both in control and peritonitis groups (p<0.01 ’ 
Fig 3.2.5). No statistically significant changes were noted between 
control and peritonitis groups both in infantile and adult animals. One 
hour after insufflation, pHa decreased from 7.49i0.01 to 7.38±0.01 in 
adult control group; from 7.43±0.02 to 7.33±0.ol in adult peritonitis 
group; from 7.44±0.01 to 7.26±0.01 in infantile control group; and from 
7.40i0.01 to 7.23±0.02 in infantile peritonitis group. 
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After release of pneumoperitoneum, pHa significantly increased in 
the two infantile groups at all time points (p<0.01, at 75，90, 105 and 120 
minutes). The pHa increase in the two adult groups was slower, with no 
statistically significant differences observed within 30 minutes after CO2 
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Fig 3.2.3 The pHa values at baseline and preinsufflation in the 
four groups. . 
Values were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
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Fig 3.2.4 Physiological responses as measured by the pHa 
during and after pneumoperitoneum in each offour groups. 
* * 
Data were expressed as mean 士 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 
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Fig 3.2.5 Relative changes in pHa during and after 
pneumoperitoneum in each of four groups. 
•*• 
The pHa values was depicted as relative change (measured variable 
minus the preinsufflation values) to allow direct comparison of the 
differences in different groups. Statistically significant differences 
between groups at same time point were determined by unpaired t-test. 
Data were expressed as the mean ± SEM of the measured variable minus 
preinsufflation values in each group. 
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3.2,4 Arterial Bicarbonate (HCOj；) 
The arterial bicarbonate (HCO3；) levels significantly decreased 5-
hours after the introduction of fecal peritonitis in the two peritonitis 
groups (p<0.01). There were no statistically significant differences 
between baseline and preinsufflation values in the two control groups 
(p>0.05,Fig3.2.6). 
售《 
After the commencement of CO2 insufflation，HCO33- significantly 
decreased from preinsufflation values in all four groups at all time points 
(p<0.01, at 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes, Fig 3.2.7). Infantile pigs had a � 
more pronounced decrease in HC03,- compared with adult pigs both in 
control and peritonitis groups (p<0.01 Fig 3.2.5), No statistically 
significant changes were noted between control and peritonitis groups 
both in infantile and adult animals. 
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Following the release of pneumoperitoneum, HCO3； levels 
significantly increased in the two infantile groups at all time points 
(p<0.01, at 75, 90，105 and 120 minutes). The increase in the two adult 
groups was very slow, with no statistically significant differences 
observed until 30 minutes after CO2 desufflation (p>0.05, at 75 and 90 
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Fig 3.2.6 Bicarbonate (HCO33) levels at baseline and 
preinsufflation. ^ 
Values were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
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Fig 3.2.7 Physiological responses as measured by HCOj^' during 
CO2 insufflation and desufflation periods in each of four groups. 
Data were expressed as mean 士 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 
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Fig 3.2.8 Changes in HCO3； during CO2 insufflation and 
desufflation periods in each of four groups. 
HC03a" was depicted as relative change (measured variable minus 
the preinsufflation values) to allow direct comparison of the differences 
in different groups. Statistically significant differences between groups at 
same time point were determined by unpaired t-test. Data were expressed 
•» 
as the mean 士 SEM of the measured variable minus preinsufflation 
values in each group. 
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3,2.5Arterial Base Excess (BEa) 
The BEa values significantly decreased 5-hours after the 
introduction offecal peritonitis intervention in the two peritonitis groups 
(p<0.01), there were no statistically significant differences between 




After the commencement of CO2 insufflation, BEa significantly 
decreased from preinsufflation values in all four groups at all time points 
(p<0.01, at 15, 30，45，and 60 minutes, Fig 3.2.10). Infantile pigs had a � 
more pronounced decrease in BEa compared with adult pigs both in 
control and peritonitis groups (p<0.01 Fig 3.2.11)； No statistically 
significant changes were noted between control and peritonitis groups 
both in infantile and adult animals (p>0.05). 
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Following the release of pneumoperitoneum, BEa significantly 
increased in the two infantile groups at all time points (p<0.01, at 75, 90， 
105 and 120 minutes). The BEa increase in the two adult groups was 
slower, with no statistically significant differences observed until 30 
minutes after CO2 desufflation (p>0.05, at 75 and 90 minutes; p<0.05, at 
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Fig 3.2.9 Arterial base excess (BEa) values at baseline and 
preinsufflation. 
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Values were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
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Fig 3.2.10 Physiological responses as measured by BEa during 
CO2 insufflation and desufflation periods in each offour groups. 
• K 
Data were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 
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Fig 3.2.11 Relative change of BEa during COj insufflation a n d � 
desuffIation periods in each of four groups. 
BEa was depicted as relative change (measured variable minus the 
preinsufflation values) to allow direct comparison of the differences in 
different groups. Statistically significant differences between groups at 
same time point were determined by unpaired t-test. Data were expressed 
»» 
as the mean 士 SEM of the measured variable minus preinsufflation 
values in each group. 
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3.3 Hemodynamic Measurements 
3JJ Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP) 
MAP significantly decreased from baseline five hours after the 
introduction of fecal peritonitis in the two peritonitis groups (p<0.01). 
There were no statistically significant differences between baseline and 
preinsufflation values in the two control groups (p>0.05, Fig 3.3.1) 
After the commencement of CO2 insufflation, MAP significantly 
� 
increased from preinsufflation values in all four groups at all time points 
(P<0.01, at 5, 15，30，45, and 60 minutes Fig 3.3.2). In a few minutes, 
»A 
MAP reached a plateau and was constant until CO2 desufflation. Five 
minutes after CO2 insufflation, MAP increased by 8.7% from 70.1±2.3 to 
77.0il .6 mm Hg in adult control group; by 8.7% from 61.0±1.8 to 
66.3±1.9 mm Hg in adult peritonitis group; by 7.9% from 64.9土2.5 to 
70.0il .9 mm Hg in infantile control group; and by 6.4% from 53.4±2.2 
to 56.8i2.2 mm Hg in infantile peritonitis group. After termination of 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum, MAP significantly decreased from their 
predesufflation values in all four groups (p<0.01). 
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The percentage changes in MAP have been showed in Fig 3.3.3, 
which allowed direct comparison of the differences in different groups. 
Although all groups of animals had a significantly decreased MAP after 
CO2 desufflation, the decline was significant less in adult control group 
than other three groups, (p<0.05). Fifteen minutes after CO2 desufflation, 
MAP decreased by 2.6%, 8.7%, 9.6%, and 11.4% in adult control, adult 
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Fig 3.3.1 Mean arterial pressure (MAP) values at baseline and 
preinsufflation. 
V 
Values were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
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Fig 3.3.2 Responses of mean arterial pressure (MAP) to CO2 
pneumoperitoneum in each of four groups. 
Data were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 
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Fig 3.3.3 Percentage changes in mean arterial pressure (MAP) 
after C O � pneumoperitoneum in each offour groups. 
MAP was depicted as percentage change from the preinsufflation 
values, which allowed direct comparison of the differences in different 
groups. The differences between groups at same time point were 




3,3.2 Central Venous Pressure (CVP) 
There were no significant differences in CVP changes between 
baseline and preinsufflation in all four groups (data not shown). 
After the commencement of CO2 insufflation, CVP significantly 
increased from preinsufflation in all four groups at all time points 
(P<0.05, at 5, 15, 30’ 45，and 60 minutes, Fig 3.^4). In a few minutes, 
fT 
CVP reached a plateau and was constant until CO2 desufflation. Five 
minutes after insufflation, CVP increased from 5.8i0.5 to 7.4i0.6 
mmHg in adult control group; from 5.6±0.6 to 6.7i0.4 mmHg in a d u l t � 
peritonitis group; from 5.6±0.4 to 7.2±0.6 mmHg in infantile control 
group; and from 5.5±0.3 to 6.7i0.4 mmHg in infantile peritonitis group. 
Following the release of pneumoperitoneum, CVP significantly 
decreased from predesufflation in all four groups (p<0.01). There was no 
•» 
statisticaly significant difference in CVP changes between groups. 
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Fig 3.3.4 Responses of central venous pressure (CVP) to COj 
pneumoperitoneum in each of four groups. 
Data were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seveh experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 





3.3J Mean Pulmonary Artery Pressure (MPAP) 
After the commencement of CO2 insufflation, MPAP significantly 
increased from preinsufflation values in all four groups at all time points 
(P<0.05, at 5, 15，30，45，and 60 minutes, Fig 3.3.5). In a few minutes, 
MPAP reached a plateau and was constant until CO2 desufflation. 
Following the release of pneumoperitoneum, MPAP significantly 
II 
decreased from predesufflation in all four groups (p<0.01). There was no 
产 
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Fig 3.3.5 Responses of mean pulmonary artery pressure (MPAP) 
to CO2 pneumoperitoneum in each of four groups. 
Data were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 





3J.4 Pulmonary Artery Wedge Pressure (PA WP) 
There were no significant differences in PAWP changes between 
baseline and preinsufflation in all four groups (p>0.05). 
PAWP significantly increased from preinsufflation after CO2 
pneumoperitoneum in all four groups at all time point (p<0.05, at 5, 15， 
•• 
30，45, and 60 minutes. Fig 3.3.6). After CO2 desufflation, PAWP 
r 
significantly decreased from their predesufflation levels in all four 
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Fig 3.3.6 Responses of pulmonary artery wedge pressure 
(PAWP) to CO2 pneumoperitoneum in each offour groups. 
Data were expressed as mean 士 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 





3,3,5 Heart Rate (HR) 
HR significantly increased from baseline in two peritonitis groups 
5-hours after introduction of fecal peritonitis (from 103.8±9.4 to 
136.4±12.4 in group 2, 102.2f9.1 to 160.1±10.3 in group 4) (p<0.01, Fig 
3.3.7). There were no statistically significant differences between 
baseline and preinsufflation in the two control groups (p>0.05, Fig 3.3.7) 
II 
产 
After the commencement of C O � insufflation，HR significantly 
increased from preinsufflation in adult peritonitis, infantile control, and 
infantile peritonitis groups respectively (p<0.01, at 5, 15, 30,45, and 6 0 � 
minutes, Fig 3.3.8). In a few minutes, HR increase reached a plateau and 
was constant until CO] desufflation. Five minutes after insufflation, HR 
increased from 136.4±12.4 to 155.4±11.8 in adult peritonitis group; from 
103.1±12.4 to 111.8i l l .8 in infantile control group; and from 
160.1±10.3 to 178.3±12.3 in infantile peritonitis group. After release of 
i) 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum, HR decreased rapidly from their 
predesufflation values in these three groups (p<0.01). There was no 




The precentage changes in HR have been showed in Fig 3.3.9， 
which allowed direct comparison of the differences in different groups. 
There were no significant differences in HR changes between two 
peritonitis groups and between two infantile groups. However, there 
were significant differences in HR changes between adult control and 
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Fig 3.3.7 Heart rate (HR) values at baseline and preinsufflation. 
Values were expressed as mean 士 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. 
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Fig 3.3.8 Responses of heart rate (HR) to CO2 
pneumoperitoneum in each of four groups. 
Data were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 
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Fig 3.3.9 Percentage changes in heart rate (HR) after COj 
pneumoperitoneum in each of four groups. 
HR was depicted as percentage change from the preinsufflation 
values, which allowed direct comparison of the differences in different 
groups. The differences between groups at same time point were 




3.3,6 Cardiac Index (CI) 
Cardiac index remained unchanged throughout the whole 
experimental periods in all four groups, including peritonitis intervention, 
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Fig 3.3.10 Cardiac index (CI) levels at baseline and 
preinsufflation 
Values were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
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Fig 3.3.11 Responses of cardiac index (CI) to COj pneumo-
peritoneum in each of four groups. 
Data were expressed as mean 士 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 





3J,7Stroke Volume Index (SVI) 
Five hours after introduction of fecal peritonitis, SVI significantly 
decreased from baseline values in two peritonitis groups (p<0.05). There 
were no statistically significant differences between baseline and 
preinsufflation values in the two control groups (p>0.05, Fig 3.3.12) 
After the commencement of CO2 insufflation, SVI decreased from 
preinsufflation in all four groups. However, there were no significantly 
differences in SVI changes during and after CO2 pneumoperitoneum 
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Fig 3.3.12 Stroke volume index (SVI) levels at baseline and 
preinsufflation 
Values were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 




3,3,8 Systemic Vascular Resistance Index (SVRI) 
SVR1 significantly decreased from their baseline 5-hour after 
introduction of fecal peritonitis in the two peritonitis groups (p<0.05). 
There were no statistically significant differences between baseline and 
preinsufflation values in the two control groups (p>0.05, Fig 3.3.13) 
After the commencement of CO2 insufflation, SVRI slightly 
产 
increased from preinsufflation in all four groups. However, there was no 
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Fig 3.3.13 Systemic vascular resistance index (SVRI) levels at 
baseline and preinsufflation 
Values were expressed as mean 土 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. 
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3J,9 Pulmonary Vascular Resistance Index (PVRI) 
PVRI remained unchanged during peritonitis intervention, CO2 






3.4 Respiratory and Oxygenation Measurements 
3,4,1 Peak Inspiratory Pressure (PIP) 
After the commencement of CO2 insufflation，PIP significantly 
increased from preinsufflation in the four groups at all time points 
(P<0.01, at 5, 15, 30, 45，and 60 minutes; Fig 3.4.1). Five minutes after 
CO2 insufflation, PIP increased from 18.1±1.1 to 26.5±1.3 in adult 
control group; from 18.2±0.9 to 27 .4 i l .2 in adult peritonitis group; from 
% 
10.7il .3 to 18.8±1.3 in infantile control group; and from 10.9i0.7 to 
19.5±0.7 in infantile peritonitis group. After CO2 desufflation, the PIP 
significantly decreased from predesufflation values in all four groups at 
all time points (P<0.01, at 75, 90，105, and 120 minutes). 
The percentage changes in PIP have been showed in Fig 3.4.2, 
which allowed direct comparison of the differences in different groups. 
The infantile pigs had a significantly increased PIP compared to the adult 
pigs both control and peritonitis groups after CO2 insufflation (P<0.01). 
Five minutes after CO2 insufflation, PIP increased by 46.3%, 50.9%, 
76.20/0，and 78.4% in adult control, adult peritonitis, infantile control and 
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infantile peritonitis groups respectively. There were no significant 
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Fig 3.4.1 Responses of peak inspiratory pressure (PIP) to COj 
pneumoperitoneum in each of four groups. 
Data were expressed as mean 士 SEM from seven experiments in 
each group. Statistically significant differences within the group at 
different time points were determined by the paired t-test. The 
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Fig 3.4.2 Percentage changes in peak inspiratory pressure (PIP) 
after COj pneumoperitoneum in each of four groups. 
PIP was depicted as percentage change from the preinsufflation 
values, which allowed direct comparison of the differences in different 
groups. The differences between groups at same time point were 
analyzed using unpaired t-test. 
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3.4.2 Arterial Oxygen Saturation (SaO2) 
There was a significant difference in arterial oxygen saturation 
(SaO2) at baseline between infantile and adult pigs (P<0.01, Tab 3.1). 
SaO2 remained unchanged from baseline values (range 98-100%) 
throughout the whole experimental period in the four groups (Fig 3.4.3). 
The SaO2 values measured by two methods (noninvasive Pulse Oximetry 
and IL 682 CO-Oximeters) were consistent. Oxygen saturation in mixed 
II 
venous blood was also constant throughout the whole experimental 
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Fig 3.4.3 Changes of oxygen saturation (SOj) during, and after 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum in each of four groups. 
SaO2 in all animals remained unchanged throughout the through the 
whole experiment. Data were expressed as mean 士 SEM from seven 
experiments in each group. 
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3,43 Arterial Oxygen Content (CjD^ 
Arterial oxygen content (CaO2) and mixed venous oxygen content 
(CvO2) remained unchanged in the four groups during the whole 
experiment, including peritonitis intervention, CO2 insufflation, and CO2 
desufflation periods. 
t» 
3.4.4 Oxygen Delivery Index (DO2I) 
Total body oxygen delivery index (DO2I) remained stable without 
% 
significant changes throughout the whole experimental period in all four 
groups. 
3.4.5 Oxygen Consumption Index (VO2I) 
t' 
Total body oxygen consumption index (DO2I) also remained stable 




Autopsy was performed at the end of the experiment. Macroscopical 
examination of the peritoneal cavity showed there were a lot of 
hemorrhagic purulent materials in the peritoneal cavity. The peritoneum 
was congested and edematous with focal areas ofhemorrhage (Fig 3.5.1). 
The section from the peritoneum of the pig in the peritonitis groups 
f 
showed that edematous connective tissue with diffuse inflammatory 
infiltration predominant of neurophiles (Fig 3.5.2). A high-power 
photomicrograph of peritoneum showed that the peritoneal meso the l i um� 
were completely destroy and replaced by marked fibrinous exudate 
containing neurophiles. There was edematous connective tissue with 
congestion and acute diffuse inflammatory infiltration predominant of 
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Fig 3.5.1 Acute diffuse peritonitis 
There were a lot ofhemorrhagic purulent materials in the peritoneal 





Fig 3.5.2 A photomicrograph of peritoneum of pig received 
autologous feces intervention. Haematoxylin-eosin x 160 
Acute diffuse peritonitis. Edematous connective tissue with diffuse 
inflammatory infiltration predominant of neurophiles. 
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Fig 3.5.3 A high-power photomicrograph of peritoneum of pig 
received autologous feces intervention Haematoxylin-eosin x 400 
Acute diffuse peritonitis. The peritoneal mesothelium were 
completely distory and replaced by marked fibrinous exudate containing 
neurophiles. Deep to this there was edematous connective tissue with 





The objectives of this study were: (1) to evaluate the differences in 
physiological response to CO2 pneumoperitoneum during laparoscopic 
procedures between infantile and adult pigs. (2) to investigate any 
additional effects of bacterial peritonitis during CO2 pneumoperitoneum 
in both infantile and adult pigs. .‘ 
A" 
4.LEffects on CO2 Homeostasis 
% 
There were significantly differences in physiological response to 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum between infantile and adult pigs. The former 
had more pronounced hypercarbia and acidosis compared with the latter. 
The effects of CO2 pneumoperitoneum on blood gas and acid-base 
balance metabolism have been widely studied both in clinical patients 
(Alexander et al., 1969; Baratz et.al., 1969; Brown et. al., Puri et al., 
1992; Girardis et al., 1996.) and experimental animals (Ivankovich et. al., 
1975; Leighton et a l , 1992; Ho et. al., 1993; Greifet . aL, 1998). Results 
from almost all these studies indicate the same finding that CO2 
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pneumoperitoneum produces significant hypercarbia and acidosis, which 
is primarily due to transperitoneal absorption of intraperitoneal CO2. 
However, there are as yet no data regarding comparative studies 
between infantile and adult subjects in the physiological responses to 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum under the same experimental or clinical setting. 
Graham et al. (1994) studied these physiological changes in eight piglets. 
When they compared their results with other peoples' data in adult pigs, 
产 
they found that piglet had more marked increase in PaCO2 and decrease 
in pH. Similar observations were made by Liem et. al. (1994) in four 
piglets. In contrast to previous studies, we investigated the d i f f e r ences� 
between infantile and adult pigs under the same controlled experimental 
conditions, including anaesthesia, mechanical ventilation, and surgical 
procedures. Our results verify findings from previous studies that 
infantile subjects had more pronounced hypercarbia and acidosis. 
Thus, the question arises as to why the responses to CO2 
pneumoperitoneum are different between infantile and adult animals. In 
pursuance of Fick's law of diffusion, the flux of a given gas is 
determined by the gas diffusion capacity, area of diffusion, distance 
between capillary and peritoneal surface, and pressure gradient between 
gas containing cavity and capillaries. An equation may thus be written as: 
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0C02=D 'A ' (P , -P2 ) / c i 
where 
OCO2=CO2 flux (transperitoneal absorption), 
D = diffusion capacity of CO2, 
A = Area of diffusion, 
d = Distance between capillary and peritoneal surface, 
Pi = CO2 partial pressure in peritoneal cavity, 
II 
?2 = CC>2 partial pressure in capillary. 
fT 
If 100% CO2 at atmospheric pressure is insufflated into the 
abdominal cavity at 15 mm Hg IAP, then P, is equal to 760 + 15 mm H g , � 
and P2 is about 40 mm Hg (Girardis et al., 1996). The pressure gradient 
across the peritoneal capillary wall is about 735 mm Hg, so that rapid 
diffusion of large quantities of CO2 into the systemic circulation would 
be expected to occur during CO2 pneumoperitoneum. The diffusion 
capacity of CO2 is high: approximately 20-30 times that of O2. These 
factors of diffusion capacity and pressure gradient do not differ between 
adult and infantile animals. The distance between capillary wall and 
peritoneal surface remains largely unstudied. However, the area of 
diffusion is different in infant and adult. It is estimated that the mean 
peritoneal surface area per kilogram is about two times greater in infants 
than adults (Morgenatem et. al., 1987). The greater surface area per 
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kilogram in infants could be an important factor that infantile animals 
had C 0 2 diffusion into blood circulation and hence more pronounced 
hypercarbia and acidosis. 
The next factor may be related to the ability of the body to store 
CC>2. When CO2 is absorbed into the blood it is likely to be both stored in 
the body and eliminated via the lung. The total CO2 storage capacity of 
the body in an adult human has been estimated 'to be about 120 liters 
r 
(Farhi et al., 1955). The capacity to store CO2 varies considerably 
amongst different tissues, with muscles having the largest CO2 buffering 
pool of all the organs. The ability of the body to store CO2 depends o n � 
several factors, including relative muscle size, muscle perfusion rate, and 
rate of equilibration. The immediate CO2 storage capacity calculated for 
humans is approximately 40 mL for each 1-mm Hg increase in PaCO2 
(Farhi et. al., 1960). The CO2 stores of the body can be considered as two 
compartments, the alveolar-arterial stores and the peripheral stores. In 
short periods of CO2 retention (e.g. breath-holding) only the alveolar-
arterial CO2 stores are involved, while for long periods (>20 minutes) the 
peripheral stores (skeletal muscle and visceral stores) are affected (Seed 
et. al., 1972). 
Muscle tissue accounts for approximately 40% of the total body 
weight of an adult; for an infant, it is only 20% and 25%. The CO2 
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Storage capacity is less in infant than adult, which could be one of the 
causes that infantile animals had a more significant increase in PetCO2 
and PaCO2 compared to adult animals. In contrast, adult animals can 
store more CO2 in the muscles to maintain the CO2 concentration in the 
alveolar-arterial compartment at a reasonably low level. This factor also 
explains the phenomenon that adult animals showed a significantly slow 
decrease in PetCO2 and PaCO2 after CO2 desufflation. Adult animals 
need more time to excrete CO2 stored in the muscI'e tissue after release of 
产 
pneumoperitoneum. 
The increased IAP decreases lung compliance thus, hamper ing� 
alveolar ventilation. As stated in some reports, decreased functional 
residual capacity (FRC) also occurred during CO2 pneumoperitoneum. 
Normally, the ratio of FRC to total lung volume is smaller in younger 
children, and it may be further decreased in anaesthesized patient during 
pneumoperitoneum (Hsing et al., 1995). 
In this model, we maintained a fixed minute ventilation volume per 
kg body weight throughout the whole experiment in order to investigate 
the differences in physiological response between infantile and adult pigs. 
The advantage of this method is that it accentuates any physiological 
changes related to gas absorption. However, it is not the approach taken 
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for patients in the operating room. Intraoperatively, it is imperative that 
the end-tidal volume CO2 content to be monitored allow appropriate 
adjustments of minute ventilaton to avoid potential hypercarbia and 
acidosis. Minute ventilation is routinely increased intraoperatively as 
systemic absorptionof CO2 occurs and PetCO2 increases. 
4.2 Effects on Hemodynamics 
II 
r 
The effects of CO2 pneumoperitoneum on hemodynamics have 
been described in detail by other workers (Alexander et al., 1969; 
Diamant et al.，1978; Ho et al 1994; Critchley et al., 1993; Cunningham 
et al., 1993; and Greif et al., 1998). Studies from the anaesthesia and 
gynecology literature of the 1970,s have found that laparoscopy is a safe 
procedure. Evaluating young, healthy patients, these studies also showed 
that the CO2 pneumoperitoneum only produced minimal hemodynamic 
changes, which were well tolerated (Baratz et al., 1969; Brown et al., 
1976) Since the successful introduction of laparoscopic cholecystectomy 
in the late 1980's, laparoscopic surgery has progressed dramatically. 
Both the spectrum of minimally invasive surgical intervention that can 
be offered and operative safety that can be achieved have significant 
advances. Some of the advantages of laparoscopic surgery have been 
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clearly defined and in general, this technique is better tolerated by the 
patients. Meanwhile, the adverse physiological effects produced by COj 
pneumoperitoneum has also been studied. However, the results reported 
are very confusing, not only in clinical studies but also in laboratory 
animal studies. For example, Graham et. al., and Horvath et. al. found an 
increase in CI after insufflation, whereas Ishizaki et. al.，and Greif et. al. 
found a decrease in CI. Ho et. al., and William et. al.，on the contrary, 
found no differences in these parameters. Tab 4.1 showed the differences 






Tab 4.1 Comparison of hemodynamics response to 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum in pigs 
Author Year H R ~ M A P ” C ^ “ M P A P “ P A W P “ c f 
H o H S 1993 •••.t t t t 't -
Ishizaki Y 1993 - — - 个 — 1 
Graham AJ 1996 - 个 一 _ - t 
Horvath KD 1996 - - 个 ..t 一 t 
Talamini MA 1997 - - 个 个 t i 
Gre i fWM 1998 个 — 一 一 - -
� 
个=Increased 
w = Decreased 
- = U n c h a n g e d 
CI= Cardiac index 
CVP= Central venous pressure 
HR= Heart rate 
MAP= Mean arterial pressure 
MPAP= Mean pulmonary arterial pressure 
PAWP= Pulmonary arterial Wedge pressure 
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Problems in interpreting the results from clinical and experimental 
studies arise from the confounding influences of experimental setting 
including differences administration of anaesthetics, various degrees of 
surgical stress, different positions, unknown circulatory status, and the 
statistical error due to small sample sizes. In general, there is a lack of 
prospective, randomized, controlled studies. Most of the aforementioned 
variables can cause conflicting responses. For example, the secretion of 
catecholamine can result from hypercarbia, increased IAP, surgical stress 
as well as the anaesthetic effects. All of these factors can result in same 
hemodynamic changes with increased MAP and HR. So, it is very 
difficult to compare the experimental results from different studies 
because the anaesthetic methods and surgical technique are different in 
different studies. Moreover, the laboratory studies generally involve 
large animals which are expensive and inevitably the studies can only be 
carried out in a small number of animals. As a result, the issue of 
whether the hemodynamic effects observed during laparoscopy are due 
to the mechanical effects of the increased L \P created by 
pneumoperitoneum or the pharmacologic actions of the absorbed COj 
remained unsettled and a debate regarding a safe IAP for 
pneumoperitoneum during endosurgery continues. 
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The common belief that the changes in hemodynamics are mainly 
due to the increase in intra-abdominal pressure deserves some attention. 
Cardiac stroke volume can be compromised by either a decrease in 
preload or an increase in afterload. Pneumoperitoneum and increased 
IAP, in theory, may result in both aforementioned conditions. However, 
in a randomized controlled experiment, Kashtan and his colleagues 
(1981) showed that the total peripheral resistance did not rise 
significantly in euvolemic dogs until the intra-abdominal pressure 
reached 40 mmHg. Caldwell and Ricotta (1987) also documented that 
changes in intra-abdominal visceral blood flow did not occur until the 
intra-abdominal pressure became greater than 20 mmHg. Toomasiam et 
« 
al (1978) reported that total peripheral resistance did not change at 20 
mmHg of pneumoperitoneum. 
The effect of increased abdominal pressure on venous retum is 
more complex. Increased IAP may result in two opposing effects on 
venoues return. It may increase venous return by milking or forcing 
blood out of the venules or hinder venous return by augmenting venous 
resistance. At low IAP (less than 20 mmHg), the first effect appears to be 
dominant; and at higher IAP (more than 40 mmHg), the latter 
predominates (Kashtan et. al., 1981; Kelman et. al., 1972). Our data 
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showed that there was a significant increase in MAP, CVP, MPAP and 
PAWP after CO2 pneumoperitoneum. 
The current study demonstrated that there was no significant 
difference between infantile and adult animals in hemodynamic changes 
during CO2 insufflation. Both infantile and adult animals had a similar 
physiological response to CO2 insufflation，with a significant increase in 
MAP, CVP, MPAP, and PAWP. There are at leasfthree explanations for 
f< 
these findings: (1) an elevation of thoracic pressure resulting from IAP, 
(2) a increase in venous return due to compressing and forcing blood out 
of the venules in the abdominal organs, (3) the release of catecholamine. 
We are unable to definitively distinguish the effect of these individual 
factors from the results of this study, but the first two explanations 
appears more likely. Cardiac output remained unchanged during and 
after CO2 pneumoperitoneum periods in this study. This concurred with 
the findings from many previous studies that 15 mmHg IAP did not 
produce significant changes in cardiac output (Kashtan et. al., 1981; 
Caldwell et. al., 1987; He et. al.，1993; Horvath et. al.，1998; Horvath et. 
al., 1998; and William et. al., 1998). 
One important finding from our study was that MAP significantly 
decreased after the release of pneumoperitoneum and the decrease in 
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normal adult pigs was significant less than infantile pigs. The mechanism 
for this hemodynamic change is not very clear. The redistribution of 
blood may play the major role. Further research into the mechanisms 
underlying these findings will be necessary to maximize the benefits of 
laparoscopic surgery. Our results indicate the need for caution when CO2 
pneumoperitoneum is released during laparoscopic operations. Li healthy 
adult patients a significant drop in MAP may be well tolerated, but the 
same hemodynamic changes can lead to 丨’potentially serious 
complications in small infants. Thus, doctors involved in patient 
selection and intraoperative management for this procedure in the 
pediatric population should bear these findings in mind. The operating � 
team should also carefully monitor the hemodynamic changes in the 
patients after the release of pneumoperitoneum. 缺 
4.3 Effects on Oxygenation 
The oxygenation parameters of arterial oxygen concentration 
(SaO2), arterial oxygen content {Cfi2), oxygen delivery QDOjl), and 
oxygen consumption (VO2I) were unchanged during and after CO2 
pneumoperitoneum. These confirm the results of other animal and 
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human studies documenting that CO2 pneumoperitoneum did not affect 
oxygenation (Ho et aL, 1992; Sharma et al., 1996; and Greifet al., 1996). 
We used two methods (noninvasive Pulse Oximetry and IL 682 
CO-Oximeters) to measure the changes of SaO2 in this experiment. The 
data from these two methods were completely consistent. This result 
confirms Taylor's finding that “ the oximeters had very similar 
performance in the clinically useful range 80-100%, with a tendency 
f^ 
slightly to underestimate the true saturation" (Taylor et al.,1988). 
4A Evaluation of the Animal Model 
A good animal model is one which will simulate and reproduce 
most accurately the human state which it is designed to represent. Ideally, 
it should mirror features the symptom of the disorder, and should 
respond to pharmacologic and appropriate therapeutic agents in a manner 
identical to that observed in the original human state. Such a concept, of 
course is a utopian goal. 
In this study, we established an animal model for studies the 
differences between infantile and adult pigs in physiological responses to 
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CO2 pneumoperitoneum. The domestic infantile pig weighting 7Kg and 
adult pig weighting 60Kg were used. Pigs are widely used for research in 
the area of laparoscopic surgery because they have similar anatomical 
and functional aspects that allow unique experimental designs. The 
current study showed that many physiological parameters of pigs were 
similar to humans, including body weight, HR, MAP, MPAP, pH, PaCO2, 
HCO3', and PaO2. Compared to adult pigs, piglets had a significantly 
lower baseline MAP, CO, pH, HCO3 -�and BE, while the values for CI 
SaO2, and %O2Hb were higher. Human beings also have these 
differences. Moreover, we found that the developmental changes in 
pulmonary and cardiovascular regulation in the animal model during � 
CO2 pneumoperitoneum was similar to these observed in humans. This is 
an appropriate animal mode for study the physiological difference 
between infant and adult. 
There are several advantages for using this age piglet: (1) 
Pulmonary arterial duct has been closedown in this age, the blood from 
pulmonary artery can represent the mixed venous blood. If we use the 
neonatal pig, we have to ligate the pulmonary arterial duct before 
experiment. (2) It is possible to insert pulmonary arterial catheter 
through the external jugular vein, no need to perform the thoracotomy 
for placing the pulmonary arterial catheter. (3) It is not necessary to do 
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tracheostomy for intubation because the trachea can be intubated using a 
cuffed oral endotracheal tube for this size piglet. 
A fecal peritonitis model was induced in this study. A dose of 0.5 
g/kg of autologous feces (obtained through a temporal colostomy) was 
instilled into abdominal cavity to simulate the acute diffusion peritonitis. 
This method has the advantages of being similar to many natural forms 
of peritonitis and being based on a weight-related dose to allow more 
f< 
valid comparisons from animal to animal. Both infantile and adult 
animals demonstrated a typical septic response. They had a significantly 
increased HR and decreased MAP after autologous fecal peritonitis � 
intervention. The section of peritoneum showed typical acute diffusion 





This study demonstrated that there were significant differences in 
physiological response to CO2 pneumoperitoneum between infantile and 
adult pigs. The former had more pronounced hypercarbia and acidosis 
I* 
compared with the latter. The additional challenge of peritonitis did not 
cause further significant changes in CO2 homeostasis. 
There was no significant difference between infantile and adult � 
animals in hemodynamic changes during COj insufflation. Both infantile 
and adult animals had a significant increase in MAP, CVP, MPAP, and 
PAWP，but unchanged CI. Although the significant decrease in MAP 
was observed in all animals after release of pneumoperitoneum, the 
decrease in MAP was significantly less in adult control group than the 
»' 
other three groups. These results indicate the need for extra caution after 
the release of pneumoperitoneum during laparoscopic operations 
particularly in the pediatric population. The operating team should 
carefully monitor these hemodynamic changes. 
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The oxygenation parameters of oxygen concentration (SaO2), 
arterial oxygen content (CJDj), oxygen delivery (DO2I), and oxygen 
consumption (VO2I) remained stable during the whole experiment 
periods, including peritonitis intervention, during and after CO2 
pneumoperitoneum. 
A useful animal model was successfully established for studying 
the differences in physiological responses to CO'2 pneumoperitoneum 
广 
between infantile and adult humans. The domestic infantile pig 
weighting 7Kg and adult pig weighting 60Kg were appropriate for use. 
The animal model have many similarities to humans, not only in the � 
anatomical features but also the physiological responses to CO2 
pneumoperitoneum. 
Administration of autologous feces into the peritoneal cavity to 
simulate septic peritonitis is a simple and effective method. A dose of 
0.5g/kg body weight can produce a typical septic peritonitis both 
clinically and pathologically. 
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Conclusion 
5.2 Future prospective 
The current study demonstrated that CO2 pneumoperitoneum 
produced marked hypercarbia and acidosis. It is very important to 
maintain PaCO2 constant during laparoscopic surgery. There are several 
ways to achieve this purpose. Firstly, one can adjust the minute 
ventilation (Vg) to keep PaCO2 in the normal range during CO2 
«« 
insufflation. Several problems, however, remain to be solved: (1) 
f< 
whether increase in V^ can keep PaCO2 in normal level or not? (2) how 
to monitor the PaCO2 level during laparoscopy? (3) How to increase V^ 
in infant as well as in adult? Secondly, one can use physiological inert � 
gas to create pneumoperitoneum. Most of the preious studies have shown 
that inert gaseous pneumoperitoneum produce less physiological changes. 
However, The differences between CO2 and inert gases 
pneumoperitoneum in infantile and adult animals have never been 
studied. Thirdly, gasless method can be used for exploration of the 
operative area. 
We only observed the differences in physiological changes between 
infantile and adult pigs. The mechanisms underlying that can account for 
these changes will need further studies to elucidate in both humans and 
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